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Abstract

The asteroid Vesta is a differentiated planetesimal from the accretion phase of solar sys-
tem formation. Although its present-day shape is dominated by a non-hydrostatic fossil
equatorial bulge and two large, mostly unrelaxed impact basins, Vesta may have been
able to approach hydrostatic equilibrium during a brief early period of intense interior
heating. We use a finite element viscoplastic flow model coupled to a 1D conductive
cooling model to calculate the expected rate of relaxation throughout Vesta’s early his-
tory. We find that, given sufficient non-hydrostaticity, the early elastic lithosphere of
Vesta experienced extensive brittle failure due to self-gravity, thereby allowing relax-
ation to a more hydrostatic figure. Soon after its accretion, Vesta reached a closely
hydrostatic figure with <2 km non-hydrostatic topography at degree-2, which, once
scaled, is similar to the maximum disequilibrium of the hydrostatic asteroid Ceres.
Vesta was able to support the modern observed amplitude of non-hydrostatic topogra-
phy only >40-200 My after formation, depending on the assumed depth of megaregolith.
The Veneneia and Rheasilvia giant impacts, which generated most non-hydrostatic to-
pography, must have therefore occurred >40-200 My after formation. Based on crater
retention ages, topography, and relation to known impact generated features, we iden-
tify a large region in the northern hemisphere that likely represents relic hydrostatic
terrain from early Vesta. The long-wavelength figure of this terrain suggests that, be-
fore the two late giant impacts, Vesta had a rotation period of 5.02 hr (6.3% faster than
present) while its spin axis was offset by 3.0◦ from that of the present. The evolution
of Vesta’s figure shows that the hydrostaticity of small bodies depends strongly on its
age and specific impact history and that a single body may embody both hydrostatic
and non-hydrostatic terrains and epochs.

1. Introduction

The terrestrial planets likely formed via the successive accretion of tens to hundreds
of kilometer diameter objects known as planetesimals (Chambers, 2004). The high
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abundance of short-lived radiogenic isotopes such as 26Al in the early solar system led
to the extensive interior melting of early-forming planetesimals. Thermal evolution
models of planetesimals show that bodies as small as 20 km in diameter may have
achieved >50% melting if accretion occurred sufficiently early (Hevey and Sanders,
2006; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011; Šrámek et al., 2011). Such high degrees of melting led
to full or partial differentiation of these bodies (McCoy et al., 2006).

Differentiated asteroids in the present-day solar system represent a relic population
of these early-formed planetesimals. Vesta (mean diameter ∼525 km) is the best studied
example of a differentiated asteroid. Ground-based spectroscopic studies have previ-
ously associated the surface of Vesta with meteorites of the howardite-eucrite-diogenite
(HED) clan, whose geochemistries indicate igneous origins on a fully differentiated body
(McCord et al., 1970; Binzel and Xu, 1993; Righter and Drake, 1997). More recently,
the NASA Dawn mission, in orbit around Vesta between July 2011 and September
2012, deduced the presence of a metallic core with radius 110±3 km when assuming a
core density similar to that of iron meteorites and measured surface spectra consistent
with the HED meteorites (Russell et al., 2012; De Sanctis et al., 2012; Reddy et al.,
2012).

Despite evidence for past interior and surface melting, present-day Vesta, similar
to all asteroids except for Ceres, exhibits global-scale, non-hydrostatic topography.
Orbital mapping of the Vestan surface has revealed the presence of two large (>400 km
diameter) and relatively unrelaxed impact basins in the southern hemisphere (Marchi
et al., 2012; Schenk et al., 2012). Furthermore, assuming a core and mantle with
uniform densities, the current rotation rate of Vesta corresponds to a hydrostatic shape
with flattening factor feq =0.13 (see Section 3.1). The flattening factor f is defined as
(a − c)/a where a and c are the equatorial and polar radii of the best-fit ellipsoid of
revolution.

In contrast, the observed best-fit ellipsoid shows greater oblateness, with f ≈0.19
(Konopliv et al., submitted; Ermakov et al., submitted). This equatorial bulge of Vesta
represents a non-hydrostatic fossil bulge; it cannot be explained by compensated topog-
raphy as thickened, isostatically relaxed crust is expected to show a negative Bouguer
anomaly. However, no such feature is observed at degree-2 (Ermakov et al., submitted).
The correponding global disequilibrium factor (f−feq) of 0.07 is more than three orders
of magnitude greater than the value for the Earth (Chambat et al., 2010). The impact
basins and the non-hydrostatic bulge may have formed in the same giant impact events,
which may contribute to topographic disequilibrium via direct redistribution of mass
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and change to the rotation period or axis.
Unrelaxed global topography on Vesta and other asteroids is consistent with their

low surface gravity and the high strength of cold silicates. Assuming a cool interior,
large asteroids such as Vesta experience internal shear stresses on the order of ∼1 MPa
due to disequilibrium topography and spin axis reorientation (Johnson and McGetchin,
1973; Matsuyama and Nimmo, 2011), which is insufficient to cause pervasive brittle
failure even in previously fractured basaltic masses (Schultz, 1993). At the same time,
viscous relaxation on asteroid-sized bodies with ambient temperatures of the present-
day asteroid belt is expected to require much longer than the age of the solar system
(Johnson and McGetchin, 1973).

However, given the high degree of past melting in differentiated asteroids such as
Vesta, high shear stresses in a thin, chilled surface layer may have led to pervasive brittle
failure and associated deformation during Vesta’s early history. Likewise, the elevated
temperatures may have allowed for viscous relaxation of topography on geologically
short timescales.

Relaxation may have occurred on Vesta under two distinct scenarios (Fig. 1). In Re-
laxation Scenario One, Vesta may have relaxed from a non-hydrostatic shape in which it
initially accreted. Although it is unclear whether Vesta and other planetesimals formed
via large instabilities or incremental growth (Morbidelli et al., 2009; Weidenschilling,
2011), no accretion mechanism predicts formation in an already hydrostatic figure. As
such, Vesta very likely accreted in a non-hydrostatic shape. Meanwhile, energy from the
accretion process was likely insufficient to melt Vesta (Poitrasson et al., 2004; Šrámek
et al., 2011). Vesta was therefore at first unable to relax from the non-hydrostatic figure
in which it accreted. Short-lived radioactive isotopes subsequently heated the Vestan
interior, leading to differentiation and a thin lithosphere on the order of one to several
million years (Ghosh and McSween, 1998; Tang and Dauphas, 2012). Relaxation from
the originally accreted shape to a closely hydrostatic one may have occurred at this
time.

After the initial relaxation, large early impacts may have led to Relaxation Scenario
Two. Such large impacts may have recreated significant non-hydrostatic topography
during a brief early window; there is a 12-31% probability that Vesta was struck by a
Rheasilvia basin-forming impactor sized object during the first 100 My (Davison et al.,
2013). Because the cooling of the Vestan interior occurred gradually (see Section 2.2),
Vesta would have been able to return to a closely hydrostatic figure if a large impact
occurred sufficiently early. This relaxation may obscure the long wavelength topography
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introduced by such early impacts, although the lack of compositionally distinct regions
on the surface of Vesta excavated by such purported impacts suggests that they did
not occur or that they occurred while igneous resurfacing on Vesta was still ongoing.
As the interior of Vesta cooled, hydrostatic relaxation would have become impossible
during its later history.

Topography on Vesta may therefore consist of a mixture of ancient terrains that
achieved hydrostatic equilibrium during an early period of intense heating and late
non-hydrostatic features acquired after Vesta cooled sufficiently to prevent further re-
laxation. Crater retention ages derived from Dawn observations show that the surface
of Vesta indeed consists of both old and young terrains. The two large impact basins
in Vesta’s southern hemisphere are young features that have model ages of 2.1±0.2 (for
the Veneneia basin) and 1.0±0.2 (Rheasilvia basin) Ga (Schenk et al., 2012). Mean-
while, the northern hemisphere of Vesta may have reached crater saturation and likely
has not experienced catastrophic reshaping since early in Vesta’s history (Marchi et al.,
2012).

In this study, we use finite element models to evaluate the potential for hydrostatic
relaxation on early Vesta and thereby assess the possibility that hydrostatic terrains ex-
ist on present-day Vesta. As described in Section 2, we construct numerical viscoplastic
deformation models using the deal.II finite element libary (Bangerth et al., 2007). The
flow model is coupled to a simple secular cooling model for Vesta that takes into ac-
count the effects of radiogenic heating and an insulating megaregolith layer. In Section
3, we report the expected extent of hydrostatic relaxation as a function of Vesta’s age
and assumed megaregolith thickness. We find that the global figure of early Vesta was
much closer to hydrostatic equilibrium than observed today. We identify a large region
in the northern hemisphere of Vesta as a likely relic of this early hydrostatic terrain and
use its figure to constrain the rotation period and spin axis orientation of early Vesta.
Finally, we discuss the implications of these results for the two late giant impacts and
on the expected topography of other asteroids in Section 4.

2. Model Descriptions

2.1. Viscous relaxation model
To simulate the viscous relaxation of Vesta, we set up a numerical Stokes flow model

in deal.II, an extensive and broadly applicable finite element library (Bangerth et al.,
2007). We use an axisymmetic mesh consisting of between 5.8 × 103 and 1.2 × 104

quadrilateral cells with dimensions between 1.8 and 4.4 km and polynomial degree
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1 shape functions (Fig. 2). The outer shape of the asteroid and the core mantle
boundary are assumed to be ellipsoids of revolution. Symmetry of such bodies permits
the simulation of the entire body by performing calculations on only one quadrant. Our
solution mesh represents the body in the x > 0, y > 0 quadrant with the y and x axes
corresponding to the polar and equatorial axes of the asteroid, respectively. On this
mesh, we solve the Stokes equations, which govern incompressible flow where viscous
forces dominate over inertial forces:

∂j(2η�̇ij)− ∂ip = −giρ

∂iui = 0 (1)

where η is dynamic viscosity, p is pressure, ρ is density, ui is flow velocity, and �̇ij is the
strain rate tensor defined as:

�̇ij =
1

2
(∂iuj + ∂jui) . (2)

The body acceleration gi includes only contributions from self gravity and rotation.
Self gravity is calculated analytically using the expressions for ellipsoids of revolution
derived in Pohánka (2011). We apply zero pressure and zero traction boundary con-
ditions to the outer surface of the asteroid. By symmetry, we specify the condition of
zero normal velocity on the polar and equatorial axes of our domain.

We calculate the initial viscosity of all finite elements as a function of local tem-
perature, which is approximately a function of depth from the surface of the asteroid
(see Section 2.2). The true viscosity contrast between a molten interior and surface at
space temperatures is well over 30 orders of magnitude (Solomatov, 2000). As in other
finite element simulations of planetary interiors, such large viscosity contrasts create
numerical instabilities in the solution [e.g., Moresi and Solomatov (1995)]. However,
if the lowest specified interior viscosity is sufficiently small compared to the maximum
near surface viscosity, the resulting global deformation field does not differ significantly
from that calculated with the true, lower interior viscosity (Dombard and McKinnon,
2006). In such setups, the interior material is effectively inviscid and global deformation
is controlled entirely by the high viscosity near-surface material. Therefore, at all nodes
where the viscosity is lower than 2× 10−5 times the maximum viscosity (ηmax), we set
the viscosity to 2× 10−5ηmax. Changing this maximum contrast factor to 106 results in
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less than 3% change in the resulting flow velocities.
Once the governing matrix equation is set up using the appropriate value for η, gi,

and ρ at each node, the stiffness matrix is first preconditioned using LU decomposition
before solution is attempted. We then solve for pressure using an iterative conjugate
gradient algorithm. Flow velocities are then calculated directly from the pressure solu-
tion (Bangerth and Kronbichler, 2008). Benchmark runs on rotating bodies of constant
density and on non-rotating multi-layered bodies show that the analytic predictions for
hydrostatic figures indeed minimize internal velocities and shear stresses as calculated
from our finite element solution.

We account for brittle failure and plasticity in the early Vestan lithosphere. After
each run of the finite element flow model, we calculate the local total stress tensor in
each cell from the velocity and pressure solution:

σij = 2η�̇ij − pδij (3)

We then find the principal stresses by diagonalizing σij using the Armadillo linear
algebra library (Sanderson, 2010). We note that, for incompressible, isotropic media,
the equation for elastic stress is isomorphic with Eq. 3. We find that our calculated
stress fields in the early Vestan lithosphere agree closely (<10%) with the elastic model
of Melosh (1977) at all depths, assuming a rigidity of 40 GPa in the high viscosity lid
(η>1028 Pa s; see Section 2.2). Because the Melosh (1977) model applies only to figures
with small deviation from equilibrium, the comparisons with this model are based on
a Vesta with much smaller degree of disequilibrium (f − feq=0.005) than shapes used
in this study (Section 3.1). The early Vestan crust was likely heavily fractured due
to impactor bombardment (Davison et al., 2013), and fracture healing processes that
operate on the Earth and the Moon likely did not occur as extensively on Vesta due
to the asteroid’s low interior pressures and absence of igneous activity after the first
several 10s of My after Vesta’s formation (Wieczorek et al., 2013; Yamaguchi et al.,
1996). We therefore assume that the Vestan lithosphere is strengthless under extension
(i.e., cohesionless). Where all principal stresses are compressive, we identify locations
of brittle failure based on Byerlee’s rule (Byerlee, 1978; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980).
Failure occurs in cells where the most compressive principal stress σ1 exceeds 5σ3 where
σ3 is the least compressive principal stress.

A self-consistent viscoplastic solution requires that the stress tensor does not imply
further brittle failure anywhere in the solution domain (Albert et al., 2000). We im-
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plement plasticity using an iterative approach whereby the effective viscosity of each
cell that experiences brittle failure is lowered after each iteration of the finite element
flow model until no cells experience further failure (e.g., Kaus (2010); King and Hager
(1990)). Physically, the effective viscosity accounts for displacement on fractures that
are below the spatial scale resolved in the model (Dombard and McKinnon, 2006). We
compute the new effective viscosity according to the equation:

ηk
i+1 =

�
aσk

1

bσk
3

�−1

i

ηk
i (4)

where ηk
i represents the viscosity of cell k used during the ith iteration, b is a constant

specifying the relationship between σ1 and σ3 upon failure (equal to 5 for Byerlee’s
rule), and a is a coefficient that is set to between 1 and 2 in order to control the rate
of convergence. Varying a within this range does not affect the final viscosity structure
upon convergence. The effective viscosity field after each run is smoothed at the 10-
km scale to suppress numerical variations at the single cell level and to enhance model
stability. Typically, 20 to 50 iterations were required to converge to an effective viscosity
field that produces no significant further brittle failure. The viscous flow velocities of
this resulting viscosity configuration represent the final viscoplastic relaxation rate of
the body.

Each plasticity-corrected flow field solution represents the instantaneous viscoplas-
tic relaxation rate for Vesta for a given shape and thermal structure. We simulate
the time-dependent relaxation of Vesta by running simulations for a range of ages and
degrees of disequilibrium. We interpolate these numerical results to find the instanta-
neous relaxation rate as a function of age and disequilibrium. The time-shape path of
Vesta undergoing relaxation from an initial shape and age is then calculated with this
interpolated function.

Our flow model does not incorporate elasticity and therefore does not account for
additional elastically-supported displacement. Large elastic displacements may lead
to significant changes in the gravity field of the body; this effect is not accounted for
in our finite element model. However, the weak gravity field of Vesta implies that
even thin lithospheres undergo only low-amplitude elastic deformation. Analytic esti-
mates (Melosh, 1977) of elastic displacement for Vesta with the present-day degree of
non-hydrostaticity indicate that a 20-km-thick lithosphere, which is thinner than the
lithosphere thicknesses characteristic of early Vesta (see Section 3.1), allows less than
3 m of elastic displacement at the equator, assuming a rigidity of 40 GPa (Matsuyama
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and Nimmo, 2011). This displacement is small compared to the ∼7 km displacement
from equilibrium of modern Vesta and does not affect the gravity field.

An intact elastic layer of sufficient thickness can resist relaxation. However, for the
high degrees of non-hydrostaticity modeled here, lithospheres on early Vesta undergo
pervasive brittle failure and plastic deformation (see Section 3.1). Following Dombard
and McKinnon (2006), we adopt an extended Maxwell rheology for the Vesta litho-
sphere:

�ij = �ij, elastic + �ij, viscous + �ij, plastic (5)

where the total strain �ij is a sum of contributions from the three mechanisms. As
such, although an unfractured, cold lithosphere on Vesta would undergo only minor
elastic deformation, an extensively fractured lithosphere may undergo significant total
deformation dominated by the plastic component.

2.2. Thermal evolution and base viscosity model

Due to the strong dependence of viscosity on temperature, the rate of viscous re-
laxation depends heavily on the thermal evolution of the asteroid interior. The initial
heating of early-accreting asteroids smaller than ∼1000 km diameter is dominated by
the decay of short-lived radionuclides, with impacts making a negligible contribution.
Assuming cooling only by conduction, asteroids larger than 20-50 km diameter that
accreted within 1.5 My of solar system formation1 are expected to melt fully, except for
a thin crust with thickness of order √κτ1/2, where κ is the near-surface thermal diffu-
sivity and τ1/2 is the half-life of 26Al, the dominant heat source for early planetesimals
(Šrámek et al., 2011). Using a value of κ = 5 × 10−7 m2 s−1 for a fully sintered crust
(Hanley et al., 1978) and τ1/2 = 7.17× 105 years, the thickness of the unmelted crust is
estimated to be ∼3 km. Intrinsic microporosity of chondritic material in the crust and
additional macroporosity generated by impact brecciation may lower the value of κ by
more than one order of magnitude (Warren and Rasmussen, 1987). Furthermore, the
onset of melting in the asteroid interior would steepen the near surface thermal gradient
(Hevey and Sanders, 2006). Both effects would lead to potentially much thinner crusts.
The lack of primordial chondritic material on the Vestan surface also strongly suggests
the past presence of extensive melting at shallow depths. On the other hand, accretion

1Here solar system formation is defined by the formation of calcium aluminum rich inclusions (CAIs)
at 4.567 Ga (Amelin et al., 2002).
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of Vesta some time (perhaps >1 My; Elkins-Tanton et al. (2011)) after the formation of
CAIs would dramatically decrease its initial budget of short-lived radiogenic isotopes,
leading to a thicker solid lid. We adopt an initial ∼10 km conductive lid as an upper
bound that is in good agreement with numerical results for heating in Vesta (Ghosh
and McSween, 1998).

We begin our conductive cooling model at the point of convective shut down. The
uniform initial interior temperature is therefore chosen to be that at which the Vestan
mantle ceases to support convective flow. The 10 km thick overlying lid is assumed
to have a linear, conductive thermal profile (Fig. 3). We adopt 1200˚C for the deep
interior temperature, which is close to the rheological transition for dunite, the expected
primary constituent of the Vestan mantle (Righter and Drake, 1997; Berckhemer et al.,
1982). Below this temperature, rocks develop greater resistance to shear stress and
would resist convection.

Due to this setup, all ages in our thermal evolution models refer to time after the
cessation of convection. The duration of convection has been estimated to be <1 Myr
and < <30 My (Neumann et al., submitted; Sterenborg and Crowley, 2012). Because
this interval is short in comparison to the ages at which we run our finite element
deformation models, the ages relative to the shutdown of mantle convection closely
approximate those relative to the formation of Vesta. The overlying conductive lid is
10 km thick with top and bottom temperatures of -73˚C and 1200˚C, respectively.
The surface temperature is chosen to be close to the black body temperature (188 K)
for a rapid rotator at the current orbital radius of 2.36 AU. We note, however, that the
thermal state of Vesta more than several 10s of My after initial formation is relatively
insensitive to the initial thermal profile assumed and, instead, is a stronger function of
the thermal diffusivity structure assumed.

Using this initial temperature profile, we create 1D numerical models of subsequent
conductive cooling in a spherical geometry in Mathematica. We take into account
heat generation from radionuclides and the different thermal diffusivities of the core,
unbrecciated silicate, and megaregolith layers. This cooling process is governed by the
diffusion equation in spherical coordinates (Haack et al., 1990):

∂T

∂t
=

W (t)

cp
+

1

r2

∂

∂r

�
κ(r) r2∂T

∂r

�
(6)

where W (t) is the per unit mass heat production due to long-lived radioisotopes, cp is
the specific heat capacity, and κ(r) is the thermal diffusivity that varies with radius.
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We assume that Vesta has approximately Earth-like radioisotopic composition. The
parameter W (t) therefore consists mainly of contributions from the isotopes 232Th, 238U,
235U, and 40K, the last two of which have half-lives much shorter than the lifetime of the
solar system. As a result, the total radiogenic heat flux from long-lived radionuclides
decreased by a factor of ∼3 from 4.5 Ga to the present day. In our cooling model, we
use a single exponentially decaying W (t) that approximates the sum of contributions
from the radioisotopes listed above (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002).

The insulating effect of high-porosity material at shallow depths can have a dramatic
effect on the cooling rate of asteroids (Haack et al., 1990). As in the case of the Moon,
the near-surface region of asteroids is expected to consist of finely-brecciated regolith
overlying a deeper megaregolith consisting of fractured bedrock. The regolith layer may
have thermal diffusivities up to two orders of magnitude lower than that of intact rock,
while the thermal diffusivity of the megaregolith is ∼1 order of magnitude lower than
that of the underlying bedrock. In the meantime, the metallic core of differentiated
asteroids is expected to have a much higher thermal diffusivity and therefore a nearly
isothermal temperature profile. We adopt thermal diffusivities of 2 × 10−5 m2 s−1 for
the metallic core, 5 × 10−7 m2 s−1 for unbrecciated silicates, and 5 × 10−8 m2 s−1 for
the megaregolith (Hanley et al., 1978; Haack et al., 1990).

Although Dawn observations confirm the presence of a significant megaregolith layer
on present-day Vesta (Denevi et al., 2012; Hoffmann et al., 2012), the thickness of the
megaregolith layer is difficult to estimate. Meanwhile, impact modeling suggests that
the depth of megaregolith on the lunar surface is approximately 2 km, or 0.1% of radius
of the moon (Aggarwal and Oberbeck, 1979), although recent high-resolution gravity
from the GRAIL mission (Zuber et al., 2013a) indicates that the lunar crust may be
substantially more fractured than previously thought (Zuber et al., 2013b).

The depth of the megaregolith on asteroids may be signficantly greater due to the
lower confining pressure. An early model for ejecta build up on large asteroids predicts
between ∼1 and >4 km of megaregolith and regolith accumulated over the history of
the solar system (Housen et al., 1979). A more recent model using a different assumed
frequency of large impacts predicts that present-day megaregolith thickness can reach
1-5% of the body radius for asteroids, which corresponds to a 2.6 to 13 km thick layer
on Vesta (Warren, 2011). Most of this megaregolith may have formed due to a few
large impacts, which occurred late in the history of Vesta. Therefore, coverage of
megaregolith on early Vesta may have been much thinner and accumulated over time.
In this work, we adopt megaregolith depths of 0 km and 5 km as lower and upper
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bounds for Vesta.
Assumption of other compositions for the Vestan mantle, such as that of lunar

basalts, can result in differences up to a factor of 3 in the radiogenic output power
(Haack et al., 1990). Furthermore, the thermal diffusivity of the intact mantle is un-
certain to a factor of 1.5-2 (Hanley et al., 1978; Laneuville et al., 2013), while the
inclusion of a surface regolith layer with lower conductivity can lower the bulk thermal
diffusivity of the brecciated surface layers by ∼40% (Warren, 2011). However, varying
these parameters within the stated ranges lead to differences in the resulting tempera-
ture profiles smaller than the variations caused by varying the megaregolith thickness
between 0 and 5 km. Therefore, our models using these two end-member megaregolith
thicknesses provide the full range of likely thermal profiles at a given time. We note that
major impact events can excavate deep hot material and have a significant influence
on the cooling rate of planetesimals (Davison et al., 2012). This potential effect is not
included in our models. Finally, the ascent of magma, which led to the formation of the
eucritic surface, may have resulted in more rapid heat transfer through the crust. How-
ever, as noted above, our conductive thermal model begins at cessation of convection
in Vesta. The extraction of eucritic melts likely occurred quickly after the convective
lock up of the Vestan magma ocean when interior crystal fraction was 60-70% (Mandler
and Elkins-Tanton, 2013). Therefore, heat transport through the Vestan crust due to
melt ascent likely ceased before the complete freezing of the interior and shortly after
the cessation of convection.

Once the temperature profile for a given age is found, we then calculate the corre-
sponding initial effective viscosity profile using a stress-dependent Arrhenius-type rela-
tionship. Although laboratory experiments on terrestrial mantle rocks can directly con-
strain viscosities at higher temperatures near the melting point [e.g., >1200˚C; Hirth
and Kohlstedt (1996)], such results cannot be easily extrapolated down to temperatures
relevant to the near-surface of asteroids. In particular, extrapolated viscosities for the
oceanic lithosphere at 300-600˚C appear to be be signficantly higher than required
to match the inferred elastic thickness of the oceanic lithosphere beneath seamounts
(McNutt and Menard, 1982; Watts and Zhong, 2000). However, due to possible effects
of fluids in the oceanic lithosphere, inferred viscosities from seamount-induced defor-
mation may not be fully applicable to dry asteroids such as Vesta. Therefore, we adopt
dry olivine viscosities as an upper bound estimate on the viscosity of the Vestan interior
(Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996).
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η(T ) =
1

2
A−1 σ−2.5

visc eQ/RT Pa s (7)

where A is a constant equal to 4.85 × 104 s−1 MPa−3.5, Q is the activation energy for
dislocation creep, empirically found to be 535 kJ mol−1, T is the temperature, and R is
the ideal gas constant. We ignore the pressure dependence of Q since lithostatic pres-
sures characteristic of the Vestan lithosphere are on the order of several 10s MPa. Such
pressures increase the value of Q at the 0.1% level (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996), which is
well below experimental uncertainty and the systemic uncertainties of extrapolation to
low temperatures. The viscosity also depends on the applied shear stress σvisc. Because
the high viscosity regions of Vesta that govern the rate of viscous relaxation are located
in the lithosphere in zones of brittle failure, σvisc is similar to the characteristic shear
stresses at the point of brittle failure in the lithophere. We therefore adopt a value of
50 MPa as a typical value for σvisc (see Section 3.1).

Viscosities calculated from equation (7) increase very rapidly at low temperatures,
growing by nearly 30 orders of magnitude between 600˚C and 200˚C. Such large
viscosity contrasts cannot be reliably solved on our finite element mesh (see Section
2.1). However, materials with sufficiently high viscosity behave as elastic or elasto-
plastic solids on a finite timescale, and the calculated deformation field is insensitive
to the viscosity chosen for such material (Zhong and Zuber, 2000). The characteristic
timescale of deformation is given by τ ≈ 2�ηchar/σchar, where � is the strain achieved in
timescale τ , ηchar is a characteristic viscosity, and σchar is a characteristic shear stress.
Even for a body significantly out of hydrostatic equilibrium such as present-day Vesta,
relaxation to a hydrostatic state corresponds to a strain of ≈0.03 (as discussed below
in Section 3.1, the equatorial disequilibrium topography is ∼7 km, which is 0.03 of the
radius). Meanwhile, our adopted yield criterion implies maximum lithospheric stresses
on the order of 5 × 107 Pa. Adopting 4.5 Gy as the longest relevant timescale, ma-
terials with viscosity � 2 × 1026 Pa s can be considered free of viscous deformation
for the hydrostatic relaxation of Vesta. We therefore truncate all values of viscosity
greater than 1028 Pa s and set the viscosity at all nodes with higher viscosities to 1028

Pa s. These purely temperature-dependent base viscosity profiles are then subject to
plasticity correction as described in Section 2.1.
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3. Results

3.1. Viscous relaxation

Our conductive cooling models result in temperatures somewhat lower than those
at the corresponding times from Ghosh and McSween (1998). By choosing to begin
our conductive cooling model after convective shut down, we allow for the possibility
that heat generated by short-lived radiogenic isotopes within the first few My after the
formation of Vesta was quickly lost via convection. Therefore, the large temperature
increases during the first ∼100 My in the conductive models of Ghosh and McSween
(1998) do not appear in our model because such high degrees of heating would have
triggered efficient convection and rapid cooling within a short early timespan of <1
to several My (see Section 2.2). The global cooling history of Vesta depends strongly
on the assumed thickness of the megaregolith layer (Fig. 3). Due to its low thermal
conductivity, the megaregolith layer leads to the formation of a boundary layer that
can sustain several hundred degrees of temperature contrast and substantially slow
the cooling process of the asteroid. The rate of viscous relaxation and the extent of
hydrostatic equilibrium are therefore closely tied to assumptions about the thickness of
the megaregolith. Specifically, the timespan over which viscous relaxation is a relevant
process on Vesta increases significantly with greater megaregolith depth.

In the case of no megaregolith, we simulate the viscous relaxation of Vesta for
a range of ages between 15 and 60 My since its initial formation and for a range
of non-hydrostaticity. Temperature profiles earlier than these ages are more strongly
influenced by the assumption of initial conductive lid thickness. Furthermore, Vesta
may have achieved very high degrees of equilibrium (e.g., equatorial bulge amplitude
<1 km; see below); however, due to the large number of impacts that have resulted
in topography of this amplitude (Marchi et al., 2012), such high degrees of relaxation
cannot be maintained throughout solar system history and are not observable today.
We therefore exclude very early ages from our relaxation models.

We parameterize departure from hydrostaticity using the disequilibrium factor f −
feq. The hydrostatic flattening factor feq is a function of internal mass distibution and
the rotation rate. The rotation rate of early Vesta may have changed several times
due to giant impacts with similar magnitudes as the Rheasilvia event (Davison et al.,
2013). The true rotation rate for very early Vesta is therefore uncertain. However, the
rate of viscous relaxation is a strong function of the difference f − feq and only weakly
dependent on the value of feq itself (see Section 3.2). We therefore avoid any a priori
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assumptions about the early rotation rate of Vesta and adopt the present-day rotation
period of 5.34 hr to calculate feq (Russell et al., 2012).

To find the value of feq, we apply our finite element flow model to a range of trial
surface and core flattening factors. For each assumed geometry, we calculate the viscous
flow field given uniform viscosity and identify the surface and core flattening factor
pair that minimizes internal shear stresses. Note that these uniform viscosity setups
are only used to identify the equilibrium flattening; models for viscoplastic relaxation
of Vesta use realistic viscosity contrasts as described in Section 2.2. Our method of
calculating the equilibrium give identical results compared to first-order analytic theory
for small flattening (f �0.1), in which regime the analytic theory is most valid (Ermakov
et al., submitted). Given the modern rotational period and total2 and core volumes
of 7.46 × 1015 and 5.58 × 1015 m3 (Russell et al., 2012), respectively, the equilibrium
flattening factor of the outer surface is feq = 0.128± 0.002 while the core is less oblate
at feq,core = 0.093 ± 0.005. The observed figure of Vesta therefore has a disequibrium
factor of 0.065.

We perform our calculations using a range of trial disequilibrium factors potentially
relevant to early Vesta. For Relaxation Scenario One (i.e., initial relaxation from non-
hydrostatic accreted shape; see Introduction and Fig. 1), the initial accreted shape of
Vesta is unknown and the disequilibrium factor may have been very large, potentially
greater than the present-day value. For Relaxation Scenario Two (i.e., after an early
giant impact), the post-impact non-hydrostaticity was likely similar to that of modern
Vesta, which is non-hydrostatic primarily due to two late giant impacts. We therefore
adopt a disequilibrium factor of 0.082, which is moderately higher than the modern
value, as an upper bound to our range of trial non-hydrostaticities. At the same time,
we adopt 0.021 as the lowest trial disequilibrium factor. As discussed above, a large
number of impacts capable of excavating >1 km exist on the surface of Vesta (Marchi
et al., 2012); therefore, a very closely hydrostatic ancient figure with f − feq<0.021
would not be readily preserved today.

In all simulations, we assume a core flattening of 0.093. Although this value is
correct for the equilbrium figure at the present rotation rate, varying the outer figure
of Vesta in principle changes the equilibrium core shape [e.g., Dermott (1979)]. For
example, the equilibrium core flattening for the most non-hydrostatic assumed shape
(f − feq =0.082) is 0.12. However, differences in the assumed core figure within this

2Total volume is of the best-fit ellipsoid.
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range result in negligible variations in the surface relaxation rate.
For f−feq between 0.021 and 0.082, we find that brittle failure occurred pervasively

during Vesta’s early evolution. For the no megaregolith case, in the first 15-60 My after
convective shut down, the lithosphere of Vesta (defined as the chilled near-surface layer
that does not deform viscously over geological timescales) is between 15 and 30 km thick
(Fig. 4A). Sufficient stresses build up in the thin lithosphere to imply extensive failure
according to Byerlee’s rule (Fig. 4B). At these ages for these large values of f − feq,
the lithosphere is fully elastoplastic and no purely elastic layer survives (Fig. 4C).
In contrast, the deep interior undergoes purely viscous deformation. After accounting
for plasticity, effective viscosities in the lithosphere vary across two to three orders of
magnitude (Fig. 4C), which is very narrow compared to the >10 orders of magnitude
contrast in base viscosity as dictated by the temperature profile alone. Equatorial and
polar regions experience higher shear stresses than intermediate latitudes, resulting
in more extensive brittle failure and low effective viscosity at greater depths in these
regions. Due to the steep temperature and viscosity gradient during Vesta’s early
history, high shear stresses and brittle failure do not occur beneath an abrupt transition
depth, which represents the bottom of the lithosphere. Material beneath this depth
behaves as an inviscid fluid in the deformation process while the overlying lithosphere
controls the rate of relaxation. The thickness of the plastic layer is primarily a function
of the degree of disequilibrium as more strongly non-hydrostatic figures cause more
extensive fracturing that penetrates to greater depth.

The rate of viscous relaxation, which is calculated from the flow field after imple-
mentation of plasticity (Fig. 4D), for a given degree of disequilibrium decreases rapidly
with increasing age (Fig. 5). We can explain the trends in Fig. 5 as follows. At
timescales of several 10s to 100 My, the cooling at a given interior position is approxi-
mately linear. As such, the characteristic effective viscosity of the plastic layer increases
exponentially with age while the rate of relaxation slows correspondingly. The rate of
viscous relaxation is also a nearly exponential function of f − feq. As discussed above,
the thickness of the plastic layer increases with greater non-hydrostaticity. Given that
the temperature profile in the Vestan mantle is nearly linear with respect to depth,
the base of the thicker plastic layer samples a region of higher temperature and lower
viscosity. Therefore, the characteristic viscosity of the plastic layer decreases rapidly
with greater f − feq, resulting in a faster rate of relaxation.

Varying input parameters in the finite element model such as the maximum pre-
plasticity viscosity, the maximum allowed viscosity contrast, the mesh refinement, and
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the convergence coefficient a results in variations of the final relaxation rate by less than
a factor of 2 and typically within 20%. We find these model-dependent uncertainties to
be negligible given the much larger variations of relaxation rate with age and f−feq and
systemic uncertainties such as the viscosity model and the adopted thermal diffusivities.

We limit our finite element models to the cases where the equatorial instantaneous
relaxation rate is between ∼1 and ∼105 m My−1. For relaxation rates slower than ∼1 m
My−1, the relaxation timescale, defined as the amplitude of the non-hydrostatic anomaly
(order 103 m) divided by the relaxation rate, is longer than 103 My, which is far longer
than the cooling timescale of Vesta. In such a case, little relaxation is achieved before
Vesta has cooled sufficiently to prevent further relaxation. Any configuration with such
low relaxation rates would therefore maintain its shape for the age of the solar system,
which correspond to a flat trajectory in Fig. 6. Explicit modeling of further shape
evolution (i.e., at even lower velocities) becomes unnecessary. On the other hand, the
relaxation timescale is <104 years for instantaneous relaxation rates of >105 m My−1,
implying that relaxation occurs quickly with respect to the cooling timescale of Vesta.
In such cases, which correspond to nearly vertical trajectories in Fig. 6, Vesta’s figure
would relax until a new figure is achieved that has relaxation timescale similar to the
cooling timescale. Explicit modeling of cases with higher relaxation velocities (i.e., at
higher non-hydrostaticities) is unnecessary as the ultimate figure achieved would remain
the same.

Vesta at an earlier age was able to achieve a closely hydrostatic figure (Fig. 6).
For the no megaregolith case, Vesta was initially able to relax from a non-hydrostatic
accreted shape to a disequilibrium factor f − feq ≤0.02. This degree of hydrostaticity
was maintained for at least the first ∼15 My after formation. Although such values
of f − feq are still large compared to that observed on the terrestrial planets, they are
similar to the upper bound for unrelaxed global topography on Ceres (Thomas et al.,
2005), which is widely considered to be hydrostatically relaxed and is therefore classified
as a dwarf planet. If early giant impacts occurred, Vesta would have been able to relax
to a more hydrostatic figure than that of the present before ∼4.52 Ga, or ∼40 My after
formation.

A thick megaregolith layer significantly extends the time window in which Vesta
was capable of maintaining hydrostatic equilibrium. In the 5-km-thick megaregolith
case, f − feq remained below 0.02 during the first ∼80 My while the modern degree
of non-hydrostaticity was possible only after ∼4.36 Ga (Fig. 6B). The temperature
gradient below the megaregolith layer is shallower in the 5 km megaregolith case. Even
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so, as in the no megaregolith case, this gradient is sufficiently steep to cause a narrow
transition zone (thickness ∼15 km) from a high-viscosity plastic surface layer to an
effectively invisicid interior. The 0 km and 5 km megaregolith cases are therefore
closely analogous in their rheological structure; the primary difference is that similar
temperature profiles correspond to much later ages in the 5 km megaregolith case.

In summary, our finite element flow and conductive cooling models indicate that,
with probable extents of internal heating, Vesta should have initially achieved a hydro-
static figure with f − feq less than 0.02. It then maintained a figure withf − feq less
than the present value of 0.065 during the first 40-200 My after formation, depending
on the assumed thickness of megaregolith. Global non-hydrostatic topography of the
amplitude observed in the present must have been acquired after this early hydrostatic
epoch, implying that the Veneneia and Rheasilvia impact basins post-date 40-200 My
after formation.

3.2. Relic hydrostatic terrains

Our viscous relaxation models suggest that Vesta achieved a nearly hydrostatic
global figure early during its history and raise the possibility that hydrostatic terrains
from early Vesta are present on the surface of the asteroid today. Although Vesta was
subject to two late giant impact events, terrains far from these impact basins may
have remained largely undisturbed until the present and may reflect the morphology of
Vesta’s early hydrostatic surface. The northern hemisphere of Vesta shows high crater
densities. Some regions (the heavily cratered terrains or HCTs) are at or near crater
saturation and may date to the first several 100s My after Vesta’s formation (Marchi
et al., 2012). Furthermore, unsaturated regions adjacent to the HCTs exhibit few
craters larger than ∼50 km, suggesting that they may still faithfully preserve ancient
topography at the longest wavelengths.

At the same time, giant impact simulations suggest that ejecta from the Rheasilvia
basin-forming event created a belt of increased crustal thickness near the present-day
equator and that surface topography north of this equatorial ridge likely underwent
minimal modification [e.g., Jutzi and Asphaug (2011); Jutzi et al. (2013); Ivanov and
Melosh (2012)]. Crustal thickness maps derived from Bouguer gravity anomalies show
a clear ring of high crustal thickness in the equatorial region [Fig. 7A; Ermakov et al.
(submitted)]. The terrain to the north of this belt exhibits significantly more subdued
topography than the surface inside the impact basins, which is consistent with a relative
absence of major reshaping due to large impacts in this region (Fig. 7B).
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We identify the region north of the equatorial belt of high crustal thickness as a
likely relic hydrostatic surface from Vesta’s early history. We isolate this region and
fit its topography to a tri-axial ellipsoid with center position, orientation, and length
of the the three principle axes as fit parameters (Bertoni, 2010). We find that the
best-fit tri-axial ellipsoid approximates an oblate ellipsoid of revolution with similar
equatorial radii and a significantly shorter polar radius (Table 1). The volume of this
best-fit rotational ellipsoid is 1.9% larger than that of the present shape, which is fully
consistent with the expected volume of ancient Vesta before the more recent giant
impacts (Schenk et al., 2012). Furthermore, we find a large negative offset between the
observed and fitted figures in the z direction (i.e., parallel to the rotation axis), which
is consistent with the remove of material from the southern hemisphere by the giant
impacts. The fitted parameters of the tri-axial ellipsoid are robust with respect to small
variations in the regions chosen for the fit.

As expected, the residual topography in the northern undisturbed terrains is sub-
dued (Fig. 7B). Most of the undisturbed terrains are within 5 km of the fitted surface.
This residual topography is regional in scale, with wavelengths on the order of 100 -
300 km. Such topography, if it dates to the early period of rapid global scale hydro-
static relaxation, would not have relaxed fully due to its relatively small spatial scale
compared to the degree-2 non-equilibrium modeled in this work. For these reasons, the
fitted northern ellipsoid likely represents a faithful description of the pre-giant impacts
global figure of Vesta.

The best-fit rotational ellipsoid corresponds to a flattening of fancient =0.147±0.001,
which is greater than that of the equilibrium figure for the present-day rotation period.
Using a similar numerical grid search method as used above to find the hydrostatic
flattening of Vesta, we find that this flattening factor implies a paleo-rotation period
of 5.02±0.01 hr, which implies 6.3% despinning due to late impacts. The flattening of
the core is expected to be fcore =0.104±0.001, with equatorial and polar radii of 114.0
and 102.2 km, respectively. The polar axis of the fitted ellipsoid is offset by 3.0◦ from
the modern rotational axis. The stated errors are due to the discrete nature of the
numerical, equilibrium figure-finding algorithm and do not include contribution from
uncertainty in the interior density distribution.

This set of rotational parameters was established no later than 40-200 My after
Vesta’s formation, depending on the depth of megaregolith, and may represent Vesta’s
primordial spin state if very early giant impacts did not occur. The small amount of
despinning suggests that large asteroids such as Vesta had initial rotation rates similar
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to those observed in the present day, which has been suggested by previous theoretical
work (Schlichting and Sari, 2007).

To assess the effect of varying the rotation rate on our relaxation simulations, we
repeated a finite element relaxation simulation using the newly derived period of 5.02
hr (instead of 5.34 hr) to obtain feq. A model run at 40 My after convective shut
down shows that, for the same disequilibrium f − feq, using the new feq increased
the instantaneous relaxation velocity by a factor of 2.3 (Fig. 5A). This difference is
similar to that resulting from changing model parameters (see Section 3.1) and is small
compared to the two to four orders of magnitude differences resulting from changing
the disequilibrium f − feq. Increasing all relaxation velocities by a factor of 2.3 does
not significantly alter the resulting relaxation paths or the length of the time window
of efficient relaxation. Furthermore, the possibility of large early impacts (see Section
1) implies that the rotation period of early Vesta may have been higher or lower than
5.02 hr. As described above, we therefore avoid a priori assumptions and use 5.34 hr
to calculate feq.

4. Discussion

The high efficiency of viscous relaxation on early Vesta implies that global scale
non-hydrostatic features such as the relatively unrelaxed Venenia and Rheasilvia giant
impact basins formed after the initial epoch of intense heating. Depending on the
assumed thickness of megaregolith, global topography of the amplitude observed today
is possible only after 4.52-4.36 Ga. The two giant impacts on Vesta therefore must have
occurred after this age, which is consistent with observed crater densities in the basin
floors (Schenk et al., 2012). These model crater retention ages indicate that the older of
the two basins, Veneneia, formed at ∼2.1 Ga. By this time, core temperatures in Vesta
would have fallen below 450◦C even for the 5 km megaregolith layer case. The viscosity
of silicates at the core-mantle boundary therefore would have been in excess of 1030 Pa
s, which does not allow viscous relaxation on solar system timescales. Therefore, the
pre-giant impact flattening of the core (fcore =0.104±0.001) would be maintained into
the present day, assuming that the giant impacts did not directly alter the core shape.

The longest principal axis of the best-fit ellipsoid trends towards the western edge
of Vestalia Terra, which is likely an ancient mascon that predates the giant impacts and
may date to the early magmatic epoch of Vesta’s history within the first ∼100 My of its
formation (Raymond et al., 2013; Buczkowski et al., 2013). This asymmetry in the pre-
impact figure of Vesta provides additional support for a primordial origin for Vestalia
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Terra. Due to the regional scale of Vestalia Terra, which spans ∼60◦ in latitude and
∼100◦ in longitude (Jaumann et al., 2012), and the possibility of anomalously rigid local
rheology as evidenced by the absence of crosscutting grooves (Buczkowski et al., 2013),
Vestalia Terra was not subject to the global-scale viscoplastic relaxation modeled in this
work (Anderson and O’Connell, 1967). Future regional relaxation models of Vestalia
Terra can potentially constrain the rheological structure of early Vesta and place an
upper bound on the degree of heating beneath this region.

The 5.02 hr period derived from the fit to the northern undisturbed terrains implies
that late impacts have resulted in ∼6.3% despinning. Assuming that the core was
in hydrostatic equilibrium with the pre-impact rotation rate and outer figure (both
approximated by ellipsoids of revolution) and that the core and silicate proportions
of Vesta have densities of 7450 and 3100 kg m−3, respectively, the pre-impact angular
momentum of the Vesta was 2.58×1027 kg m2 s−1. The post-impact angular momentum
of Vesta, assuming that the core maintains its fossil, pre-impact shape and orientation
and that the surface is the best-fit ellipsoid of revolution (Russell et al., 2012), is
2.45×1027 kg m2 s−1. The bulk of this difference in angular momentum must have been
delivered by the late Veneneia and Rheasilvia impactors. We estimate the upper limit
of the angular momentum delivered in one such impact. Assuming a diameter of 66
km, velocity of 5400 m s−1 (Jutzi et al., 2013), and density of 3000 kg m−3 for the
Rheasilvia impactor, its maximum angular momentum is 0.17×1027 kg m2 s−1 for an
impact at 75◦S latitude (Schenk et al., 2012). This contribution alone is sufficient to
account for the change in Vesta angular momentum. Combined with a contribution
of similar magnitude from the Veneneia impactor, the amount of despinning inferred
from our fit to the undisturbed northern terrains is consistent with possible angular
momentum transfer due to late giant impacts. Given the moderate probability of early
giant impacts that can deliver a similar amount of angular momentum as the Veneneia
and Rheasilvia basin-forming impactors, the rotation rate of Vesta since its formation
at 2-6 My after CAIs (Tang and Dauphas, 2012) has likely remained close (i.e., of order
6%) to that of the present.

In addition to despinning, both giant impacts may have led to significant true polar
wander. Under the assumption of a single impact basin with axisymmetric geome-
try, Matsuyama and Nimmo (2011) showed that reorientation of <20◦ and despinning
of <20% are consistent with Hubble Space Telescope topography data available at
the time. These values are fully consistent with our estimate based on undisturbed
terrain morphology. However, the model does not provide accurate estimates of the
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non-axisymmetric coefficients of Vesta’s gravity field, C22 and S22 (F. Nimmo, personal
communication), indicating that the impacts led to a more asymmetrical mass redis-
tribution than assumed or that other effects, such as the pre-existing Vestalia Terra
mascon, had introduced significant azimuthal asymmetry. Given new constraints on
Vesta’s gravity coefficients and the morphology of its giant impacts basins and overall
shape, the range of plausible reorientation and despinning may require revision.

Our results indicate that other large asteroids that underwent extensive early heating
may have also experienced significant global relaxation. Ground-based observations of
Ceres provide evidence for central mass concentration although not necessarily full
igneous differentiation with a metallic core (Thomas et al., 2005). The hydrostatically
relaxed figure of Ceres may be due to intense early heating and viscous relaxation as
described here for Vesta. Alternatively, the near-surface composition of Ceres may
be sufficiently rich in low viscosity materials such as water ice or hydrated silicates
to allow viscous relaxation without strong heating (Castillo-Rogez and McCord, 2010;
Dombard and Schenk, 2013; Bland, 2013). We note that the rheological profile of
Ceres may be fundamentally different from that of Vesta in that the lowest viscosity
material may be present at the surface due to compositional variation whereas the
most inviscid material in Vesta is at depth due to the temperature gradient. Therefore,
short wavelength features on Ceres may be able to relax readily while only the longest
wavelength topography on Vesta, which is senstive to the rheology of the deep interior,
is likely to approach hydrostatic equilibrium.

The third most massive asteroid, Pallas, is a near-twin of Vesta in terms of overall
size (∼532 km mean diameter). Like Vesta, the surface of Pallas is characterized by
large, apparently unrelaxed impact basins (Schmidt et al., 2009). However, unlike
for Vesta, no strong evidence exists for early igneous differentiation in Pallas. Its
density has been estimated to be between 2400 and 3300 kg m−3 (Schmidt et al.,
2009; Standish and Hellings, 1989), which is consistent with both differentiated material
and undifferentiated chondritic material. The unrelaxed impact basins on Pallas may
therefore be late acquisitions after an early hydrostatic epoch or primordial features in
the case of weak interior heating. More detailed mapping of Pallas in the future and the
potential identification of terrains on Pallas consistent with ancient hydrostatic surfaces
would imply the early heating and differentiation of the body and the late age of large
impact basins. As with the northern hemisphere of Vesta, such relic hydrostatic terrains
are expected to show saturation crater densities, lack of major impact resurfacing, and
freedom from topographic features due to distal giant impact basins such as a belt of
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thickened crust. Furthermore, an unconstrained ellipsoid fitted to purported hydrostatic
terrains must produce plausible values for flattening and total volume.

The morphology of the southern hemisphere of asteroid Iris has been mapped in
detail using radar observations (Ostro et al., 2010). In contrast to Vesta, Ceres, and
Pallas, the surface of Iris appears to be highly irregular at all scales >30 km with topo-
graphic relief of ∼20% of the body radius (the corresponding value for the Rheasilvia
basin is ∼6%). No region that can be closely fitted to a rotational ellipsoid similar
to the undisturbed terrains on Vesta is definitively observed on Iris, although a large
portion of the body still has not been mapped at high resolution. Furthermore, Iris’
low density (2660 kg m−3) and surface spectra consistent with that of ordinary chon-
drites do not suggest extensive early heating. Iris may have therefore never experienced
sufficient interior heating to reach hydrostatic equilibrium similar to Vesta and Ceres.
Its high non-hydrostaticity may then be due to a combination of late impacts and a
primordial irregular surface acquired during accretion.

Among smaller bodies, the asteroid Lutetia (mean diameter ∼100 km) is suspected
to have undergone significant internal heating due to its high observed density (3400 kg
m−3), which requires anomalously low macroporosity or reduction of interior microp-
orosity through sintering or melting (Pätzold et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011). However,
sintering alone implies minimum temperatures of 760-950◦C in the deep interior while
the lithosphere may remain cold and resistant to deformation (Wieczorek et al., 2013;
Fu and Elkins-Tanton, submitted). As discussed above, such temperatures imply char-
acteristic internal viscosities too high to allow viscous relaxation. The highly irregular
shape of Lutetia is therefore consistent with early interior sintering.

5. Conclusions

We use finite element calculations coupled with conductive cooling models to con-
strain the extent of early global relaxation expected for the asteroid Vesta. Given likely
degrees of internal heating as dictated by both thermal evolution models and remote
sensing data, Vesta was able to undergo relaxation towards hydrostatic equilibrium.
Vesta reached a highly hydrostatic figure shortly after accretion with a maximum non-
hydrostatic equatorial bulge amplitude of <2 km during the first 15 to 80 My after
formation. Vesta then maintained a figure closer to hydrostatic equilibrium than its
present one during at least the first 40 My after formation. Inclusion of a thick megare-
golith layer can extend this hydrostatic epoch to 200 My after formation. The Veneneia
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and Rheasilvia impact basins, which are essentially unrelaxed, must have occurred after
this early hydrostatic epoch.

The efficient hydrostatic relaxation of early Vesta motivates the possibility of finding
relic hydrostatic terrains on its present-day surface. We isolate a large region in the
northern hemisphere based on its ancient crater retention ages, lack of large impact
features, and location away from structures associated with the southern hemisphere
giant impacts. The best-fit ellipsoid for this region indicates a pre-impact rotation
period of 5.02 hr, which implies a cumulative 6.3% reduction in angular velocity due to
the two late giant impacts. This rotation rate was established at some time less than
40-200 My after Vesta’s formation and would represent the primordial rotation rate of
Vesta if very early giant impacts did not occur. Other asteroids that experienced intense
early heating and rapid cooling may also have undergone early hydrostatic relaxation.
As such, the potential observation of similar hydrostatic terrains on other asteroids
would provide constraints on the degree of early interior heating.
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6. Figures

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the evolution of Vesta’s long wavelength topography. Upon forma-
tion, rapid internal heating (denoted by red-yellow coloration) due to short-lived radiogenic isotopes
lead to a differentiated interior with a thin, cold lithosphere. Vesta therefore reached a highly hydro-
static figure with a non-hydrostatic equatorial bulge amplitude of <2 km (see Section 3.1). If early
large impacts disturbed the figure of Vesta, subsequent relaxation would restore a high hydrostaticity.
By 40-200 My after formation, the Vestan interior had cooled sufficiently to prevent relaxation to a
figure more hydrostatic than that of the present day. The late Veneneia and Rheasilvia basin-forming
impacts occurred after this transition, thereby imparting a significant non-hydrostatic component to
Vesta’s observed figure.
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Figure 2: Example of a finite element mesh used in our viscoplastic flow simulations. The x- and
y-axes represent the equatorial and polar axes, respectively, while the outer figure is one quarter of an
ellipse. The mesh shown consists of 12288 cells and corresponds to a flattening of f=0.19, which is
the observed present day value for Vesta.
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Figure 3: Thermal evolution of Vesta assuming (A) no megaregolith and (B) 5 km thick megaregolith.
The assumed initial temperature profile consists of an isothermal interior at 1200◦C underlying a 10
km conductive lid with a linear temperature profile. Decay of long-lived radioisotopes cause initial
heating in the deep interior. Dashed line segments on the x-axis indicate the interfaces between the
core, intact silicates, and megaregolith layers.
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Figure 4: Initial setup and converged result of an individual viscous relaxation model run. The
geometry and thermal structure shown correspond to Vesta with its present day shape (f=0.19) at 30
My after convection shut down. The vertical and horizontal axes represent the polar axis and equator,
respectively. (A) The initial viscosity structure based directly on the thermal profile. Viscosities
above 1028 Pa s and below 1023 Pa s are set to those values, respectively (see Section 2.2). (B)
Shear stress (σ1 − σ3) field corresponding to the initial viscosity. Blue and red segments mark the
direction of the more and less compressive stress in the r-z plane, respectively. One set of segments
is plotted for every fourth finite element for clarity. Note that the direction of σ1 and σ3 may be in
the azimuthal direction. Stress in large portions of the lithosphere imply failure according to Byerlee’s
rule. The effective viscosities at these failing locations are therefore iteratively reduced to simulate
plastic deformation until shear stresses do not lead to additional failure anywhere (see Section 2.1). (C)
Converged effective viscosity field after iterative adjustment of local viscosity at points of brittle failure
to reflect plasticity shows a limited effective viscosity range in the lithosphere and a thin transition
zone to an effectively inviscid deep interior. Red points indicate cells where brittle failure occurred.
Stresses at all finite element nodes imply no additional failure (according to Byerlee’s rule). (D) The
resulting viscous flow field in the lithosphere reflects the excess initial flattening. Vector length is
directly proportional to local flow velocity. The longest vector represents a velocity of 20.0 km My−1.
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Figure 5: Relaxation rate of viscous flow at the equator as a function of age and non-hydrostaticity for
(A) no megaregolith and (B) 5 km megaregolith. Black dots represent results of individual numerical
simulations. Flow velocity varies nearly exponentially with both age and degree of disequilibrium.
Note that evolution in relaxation velocity occurs over a much longer timescale in the case of a thick
megaregolith. Red point in part (A) indicates velocity calculated using a 5.02 hr period to obtain feq

instead of 5.34 hr.
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Figure 6: Possible relaxation paths of Vesta at a range of ages for (A) no megaregolith and (B)
5 km megaregolith. Vesta was able to relax to more hydrostatic figures during its earliest history.
The observed present-day disequilibrium (f − feq =0.062) was only possible after ≈4.52 Ga for the
no megaregolith case and ≈4.36 Ga for 5 km megaregolith. Note that there is no constraint on
whether Vesta followed any particular path. These projected relaxation paths indicate the amplitude
of non-hydrostatic topography that could be supported by the Vestan lithosphere at each time: the
disequilibrium factor at which each path bottoms out is the amount of non-hydrostaticity that could
be sustained at the initial age for that path.
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Figure 7: Definition of fitted region and residuals for the ellipsoid fit to the northern undisturbed
terrains. (A) Crustal thickness map from Ermakov et al. (submitted) showing the undisturbed terrains
(north of dashed boundary) used to fit to a triaxial ellipsoid. The belt of high crustal thickness
near the equator is a consequence of one or both giant impact events near the present-day south
pole. Terrains north of this belt show near-saturation cratering density and likely have not suffered
significant disruption since the early history of Vesta when viscious relaxation was rapid. Note that
crustal thicknesses shown here are relative and that absolute crustal thickness cannot be uniquely
determined for Vesta (Ermakov et al., submitted). (B) Residual topography of the ellipsoid fit as
defined by the difference between the observed surface of Vesta and the fitted ellipsoid along a line
normal to the fitted surface. Bold and light black contours indicate 10 and 5 km intervals, respectively.
Residuals within the northern undisturbed terrains are below 10 km, in contrast to the terrains to the
south. Southern terrains are lightly shaded in both panels for clarity.
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